
 

             Past Trainees  

◆ Ashlon Lionel Frank (India, 2017 Trainee)  

 

Upon Completing the Osaka Invitational Program for Short-Term Overseas Trainees in 

Architecture and Arts (Ando Program)  

 

Although it has been over 5 months since I came back from Osaka, the 

experience of the Ando Program is still fresh in my mind. I am sure it 

will be one of the most important experiences in my life.  

Excited and alarmed at first, the Ando Program was an architectural 

pilgrimage where we visited both the traditional and contemporary 

architecture of Japan. The gap between studying buildings through books, 

versus visiting and experiencing the spaces never felt as prominent to me before. 

For us trainees, meeting Mr. Ando was like being a kid in the candy store for the first time. The 

words and lessons that we took back home from the master were very powerful. It was truly 

inspiring to hear him share his world views and the awareness with which he approached his 

work. He told us about the importance of architects being able to engage with the world at any 

level, whether it be politics, economics, art, history or even architecture.  

Training at Takenaka Corporation was a rewarding experience, which gave me first-hand 

experience and a better understanding of the management of large scale projects and teams. It 

also helped me better understand the reasons behind the differences in the work culture 

between India and Japan.  

After my return to India, my time at Takenaka Corporation made 

me very keen on experiencing the work culture of another 

country. Now I have moved to Kuwait, working in a young, small 

multi-cultural office. Our projects are varied typologies; 

installations, temporary pavilions, residences, residential towers 

and commercial projects. 

The Ando Program has made me very curious to see more of the 

world and its people, culture and architecture. Most importantly, I 

was fortunate to meet and befriend a lot of wonderful people. It’s 

those memories with them I will cherish forever.  

 


